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Atmtract~We give sharp error estimates for both function and derivative when the coefficients and 
right hand side of a given initial or boundary value problem for ordinary differential equations are 
replaced by local appro3dmations. These estimates are given for partition points and also contlnuously 
on subintervals. Numerical examples demonstrate he accuracy of our estimates. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A variety of methods for the approximate solution of initial, boundary or eigenvalue problems 
for differential equations are based on the replacement of the original coefficients of the given 
equation, and/or those of the right hand side, by approximate ones. 
This is particularly obvious in the case of the so-called perturbation methods (see [1]) based 
on piecewise polynomial approximation of the coefficients on subdomains. These techniques have 
received a great deal of attention from computational physicists. Pioneering work in this area 
is due, among others, to Gordon [2,3], Ixaru [4] (where references to his early work are given), 
Canosa [5], and Canosa and Gomes de Oliveira [6]. 
Methods based on the ideas of best approximation, such as the Tau Method, also use differential 
equations with approximate coefficients as the stepping stone for the treatment of equations with 
general coefficients (see [7]). In the case of methods based on Galerkin's principles, such as the 
finite elements method, the approximation ofcoefficients appears through the use of approximate 
quadrature rules, which are in some way equivalent to a replacement of the original coefficients 
by approximate ones. 
The analytic problem of approximate and piecewise approximate coefficients has been treated 
by several authors in the recent literature. Results of considerable interest have been reported 
by N~cas [8], Pruess [9,10], and by de Boor and Swartz [11] and in the references given therein. 
In this paper, we deduce sharp error bounds for function and derivative for initial and boundary 
value problems which we deduce for a second order differential equation. The estimates given in 
this paper hold either at discrete (partition) points or in the interior of subintervals of the original 
domain in which the solution is required. Their accuracy has been tested on a large number of 
concrete xamples, a selection of which is included in this paper. 
2. COEFF IC IENTS APPROXIMATION FOR INITIAL VALUE PROBLEMS: 
DISCRETE ESTIMATION 
Let us consider the initial value problem (IVP) defined by the second order linear differential 
operator D: 
DYCz) := y"(z) + B(z) y'(z) + C(z) y(z) = f(z); z 6 [a, b], 
y_(a) = ~, (1) 
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where B(z), C(z) and f(z) are continuous functions defined on a given interval [u, b], and y(z) := 
(~/(Z), ~/'(Z)), I~ :=  (I~1, I~2). 
Let us introduce a partition Ir of [a,b] defined by the/~ + I points 
~r := {=0 =a < =x < =2 < "'" < =k = b}, 
which, in general, are nonequidistant, and let us set h = max{hi : i - 1 , . . . ,  k}. We are interested 
in the approximation of _y(z) by means of a segmented approximation yi(z) :=  (yi(z) ,~(z)) ,  
defined for z E [zi- l ,zi] ,  i = 1,2,.. . , /c. Each yi(z) is implicitly defined by the differential 
equation 
{ ~'(x) + Bi(x) y~(x) + el(z) yi(x) = f i ( z ) ;  x e [=i--l, =i], i = 1, ~ , . . .  ~, 
Yi.l.l(=i) - -  y i (X i ) ;  i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  k - -  1, (2 )  
y~(z0) = v_, 
where Bi(=), Ci(z) and fi(z) are approximations of B(z), C(z) and f(z) ,  respectively. 
We now introduce some notation to be used later: 
NOTATION. For i -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  k let the function Fi(z) be defined on [=i-1, zi] through 
Fi(z) :=  L f (z )  - f i (=) ]  - [B (z )  - B i ( z ) ]y~(=)  - I t ( z )  - Ci(m)]yi(x), 
and let us consider the following moment functions: 
r 
s ,  := ~ hi Mo(0, hi); So = 0, 
i= l  
r 
R~ := E[h~ Ml(O, hl) + hiSi-,], 
/-----1 
Let ~(z )  be the error vector defined by 
~(=) := _v(x) - ~(=) 
LEMMA 1. For i - I, 2,..., k, e~(z) satislles the [ollow~f d/fferentJa/problems 
{ o~,(=)  = F,(=); ~,+~(=,) = ~(=, ) ;  
~(=o)  = 0 
= E [=i-l,xi], i-- 1,2, . . . ,k ,  
i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,h -  1, (3) 
PROOF. Substructing (I) from (2) we get 
[y#(z) -- ~'(m)] + B(z) y'(z) - Bi(z) y~Cz) + C(m) y(x) - OiCm) yi(z) = f(z) -/i(z)- 
Adding and substructing equal terms, we write 
f(z) -/i(z) = [y"(z) - y~'Cz)] + B(z) y'(z) - B(z) ~(z) + B(z) y~(z) - Bi(z) ~(z) 
- c(=) y,(=) + c(=) y,(=) + c(=) y(~) - c,(=) y,(=) 
= [y"(=) - y~'(=)] + B(=)[I(=) - y~(=)] + C(=)[~(=) - y,(=)] + B(=) Yl(=) 
- B~(=) y~(=) + c (=)  y~(=) - c~(=) ~(=)] 
= D[y(z )  - Y i ( z ) ]  + [B(z )  - B~(z)]~(z) + [C(z )  - Ci(z)]y~(z), 
from which (3) follows immediately. 
The remaining conditions follow from the fact that we impose the condition yi+l(=i ) = Yi(Zi)- 
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~.1. Green's Functions and Wronskians 
Suppose that ul(z) and u2(z) are two linearly independent solutions of Du(z) 
Green's fnnction of the initial value problem, 
Ou(z) = O; z E [a, b], 
._(a) = 0, 
is given by 
G(z,t)  := u2(z) ulCt) - ua(z) u2Ct) 
~- , '~( t ) ,~( t )  w(t)  
The denominator W(t) is called the Wronskian of ux(z) and u~(z). 
Let V(z, t) and I+(z) be defined by: 
-2(~),~(t)  - ,~(~)u~(t) 
= O. The 
v(~,t) := .~( t ) .~(x)  - .~( t ) .2 (~) ,  
and // Ii(z) := G(z,t)FiCt)dt. 
i--I 
We shall use Landau's notation: A function f (h) is said to be of order hp, we write then 
f (h)  = O(hP), if there exists a nonzero finite real number ~ > 0 such that limb--.0 f(h)/hP = ~. 
In the following lemma, we give some well known facts about O(h~): 
LEMMA 2. /n Landau's notation, the following equations hold true: 
(1) O(h m) O(h n) = O(h m+") for any integers m,n. 
(2) O(h' )  + O(h"l = O(h") i fm < .. 
(3) I f  Px(Y) :-- ~-]~'__,, aiY i and P2(Y) := ~N adyi, then 
ocP~(h)) = OCh"') and [a + o(&Ch))l[X + ocP2Ch))] = [1 + o(hm~"(P"~"))]. 
(4) For any nonzero real number ct and any integer m we have [a + O(hra)] = a[1 + O(hm)]. 
(5 ) / fh '  > h, and f (h)  = O(h), then fCh) = O(h'). 
LEMMA 3. The following Taylor's expansions hold true: 
B( t )  , 
1. G(z,t) = (z - t) - (z - t) 2 T "1- O([z - tl a) 
OG z t  
2. -if;z ( , ) = 1 - (z - t) B(t) + O(Iz - tl 2) 
v(x,t) c(t) 
3. w(t)  = 1 - (z - t) ~ -T -  + o(Ix - tl a) 
o 
4. ~z  L -W~J  = - (= - t) c(t)[x + o(Ix - tl)] 
[/+i // ] 5. I~(z) -- h+ ~ Fi(z~ - ~ hi) d( + (z - zi)h~ ~ F+(z+ - ~ h+) d( [1 + O(h)l, 
i 
where zi - (xi - x)lhi. 
8. h(z) = h+ ~ F+(x, - ~ hd d~ [1 + O(h)]. 
i 
PROOF 1. The Taylor's expansion of G(z, t) in a neighborhood of z = t is 
ha(z ,  t) a2a(z, t) (x - 0 2 
a (z , t )  = aCz, t) l.=, + az I .= , (z -  t) + a2z Iffi=, - -  + o(1=-  tlS). (4) 
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From the assumption that ul, u2 are particular solutions of Du = 0 we have 
G(~,t)l.=, = uz(t) u~(t) - uz(t) ux(t) 
w(t) 
ov(~, t) ,4(t),,a(t) - u'~(t) u~(t) 
O~ I=, = w(t) 
O~G(z, t) ug(t) re(t) - uT(t) u~(t) 
O~x I,~=, = W(t)  
Substituting these expansions into (4) we obtain 1. 
2. Follows immediately differentiating 1.
3. As in 1, we expand V(z, t): 
= O, 
W(t) 
=~(t )  =1, 
W'(t) -B(O.  =- -~= 
ov(~,t) o~v(~,t) V(~,t)=V(x,t)l~=t+ ~ I~=,(x-t)+ ~ I~=t(~-t)Z+O(la~-tls), 
and find that its coefficients are : 
V(:v, t)l==t = W(t), or(z, t) 02v(x, t) am I.=t =o  and Oz x [~,=t =-C( t )  W(t); 
~ x Is(x) := G(x,t) Fi(t) at. 
i - - I  
replacing into (5) we find 3. 
4. Follows differentiating 3. 
5. By definition 
(5) 
From Expansion 1 of this lemma, we get 
/; [/; /; ,l, Ii(z) := (x-t)F~(t)[ l+O(lx-t l ) ]dt  = xFi( t ) -  tFi(t l+O(Ix-t l ) ]at .  (6) i - -1  i - - I  i - - I  
If we change the variable, by setting t = x~ -~h~,  the bounds of the integral {zi_l ,z} become 
{1,zl := (zi - z)/hi} and tit = -d~. Therefore, 
I,(~) = [zh, f l  F,(z, -~ h,)d~- h, fi(x, -~ h,)F,(z, -~ h,)d~][l +O(lx-tl)], 
[// // 
i i 
= (z -x i )h i  F i (x i - ,~hi)d(+hi  ,~F~(xi-~,hi)d,~ [ l+o( I z - t l ) l .  
i " JZ l  
ft. Differentiating (6) we obtain 
[I" ] I" ~-z (x) -- F,(t) at + ~F~(~) - xF,(~) [1 + 0(1~ - tl)l • - f , ( t )  at[1 + O(Iz - tDl. i -1  i - I  
Changing the variable from t to ~ and using t = zi - ~ hi we get 
oh.~(~ = h, F , (~ - ~ h~) d~[1 + O(Ix - tl)]. | 
LEMMA 4. 
by 
and 
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The approximation error function ei(z), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  k, and its derivative, are given 
, W(x, xi-1) ei-l(Xi-1), ei(z) =/ i (x )  + G(z, zl-x) ei_l(Zi-1) "}- W(Xi_l ) 
dh(x) OG , [8V(~;i_l) /w(xi_l)] e~(;r) "- dx + ~ (x'xi-1)ei-l(afi-1) + ei-l(~gi-l), 
respectively. 
The proof of this lemma is given in the appendix of this paper. 
We have now the necessary ingredients to prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. For sufliciently small hi, i = l(1)k, the approximation error vector at the partition 
points, ei(xi), i = 1, 2,..., k is given by 
ei(xi)= ( Si~'p~) [l +O(h)]; 
provided that Mo(O, hi) and MI(O, hi) are nonzero. 
PROOF. Set z = xl, in Lemma 4, to find that 
ei(xi) = h(x.i) 'Jr" G(xi, xi-1)e~_l(Xi-1) + W(xi, xi-1) w(xi -1)  e~_x(xi_,), (7) 
dh(z) ~G [0V( i_l)[x.,/W(Zi_l)] I~, + -~-~ (~, ~i-~)l~, eLl(~i-~) + ~ e,-1(~-1). e~(xi) = dx 
(7') 
We can easily deduce from Lemma 3 the following identities: 
h(x,) 
G(xi, xi-1) 
aa(x, z~_l) 
W(xi, zi-  l ) 
W(Xi_l) 
dIi(~) I,,, 
dx 
= h~ M,(O, hi)B + o(n)], 
= hi - (1 )  hZi B(xi_l) + O(h~) = [hi + O(h2)] 
= 1 - hi B(Zi_l) + O(h 2) - [1 -I- O(h)], 
- -1 -  (½) h~ C(xi-1) + O(h~) = B + O(h')], 
= -C(xi_l)hi[1 + O(h~)] = O(h), 
- hi M0(0, hi)[1 + O(hi)]. 
We use mathematical induction to deduce the expression for e/(zl). Let us assume that the 
result holds true fo r / -  1 
ei_x(xi_~)=( Si-IRi-I-R~-I ) [1 + O(h)], 
and let us show it is true for/.  Substituting the above expansion in (7) and (7') and get 
ei(x,) = h 2 MI(0, h,)[1 + O(h)] + [hi + O(h2)[Si_a - R~_1111 + O(h)] 
+ {1 + O(h2)]R~_l [1 + O(h)], 
= {h~ Ul(O, hi) + [hi + O(h2)[Si_l - Ri-1] + [1 + O(h2)]Ri_l}[1 + O(h)], 
= {h~ MI(O, hi) + hi Si-1 + hi R,i-1 + [Si-1 - Ri-1]O(h 2) 
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+ R~_I + O(h2)R~_1}[1 + O(h)l, 
= {R~ + o(n)}[a + o(n)], 
= P~[1 + O(h)]. 
We follow the same procedure with (7') to obtain e~(xi): 
e~(zi) -- hi Mo(0, hi)[l + O(h)] + [Si-1 - R~_I][1 + O(h)] - .R, /_  1 0(~)[1 '-~ O(h)], 
-- {hi Mo(O, hi) "1" [Si-1 -/74-1] - R~-I O(h)}[1 -I- O(h)], 
- {hi Mo(0, hi) + Si-1 - R~_I - R~-I O(h)}[1 + O(h)], 
"- {S, - R~_I + O(h)}[1 + O(h)], 
= {Si - [R~-I + h~ MI(0, hi) + hi Si-1 + hi Si-1] - h~ MI(0, h,) + O(h)}[1 + O(h)], 
= {Si - R~ + hi Si-1] - -  h/2 Mx(0, hi) + O(h)}[1 + O(h)], 
= (s ,  - P~ + O(h)}[a + O(h)], 
= {S i  - Ri}[l + O(h)]. | 
Let us test the sharpness of our estimates by considering some numerical examples: 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the initial value problem defined by 
y"(z )+( lOO+x2)y ' (z )+(99-2z)y(z )=2+200z+99z2;  z E [0, b], 
y(0) = y'(0) = 0, (s) 
where b is a positive real number. Let II := {0 = xo < 11 < 12 < . ' .  < zk = b} be a partition 
of [0, b] and yi(z) be the solution of the perturbed problem obtained from (8) by approximating 
its coefficients by some constant functions: 
{ y~'(z) + (100 + z~_1) ~(=) + (99 - 2=i-1) Yi(=) = 2 + 200=,_1 + 991L1; 
z E [=i-  1, zi], i = 1,...,/~, 
yi+l(Zi) "-" y/(Xi); i - -  1,2,. . . , /c - 1, (8') 
yl__(=0) = u(0). 
The exact solutions of (8') are 
yi(z) = C~ exp(rlz) + C~ exp(r2z) + 2 + 200zi_1 + 99xi_1 
99 - 2zi_z 
where ~ and C'~ are parameters depending on the conditions of each problem, and rl, r2 are 
the roots of the characteristic polynomial of (8'). The function F~(z) can be easily constructed 
using the data of problem; therefore, the estimates of Theorem 1 can now be used. We give our 
estimated and exact values of the errors for function and derivative st the partition points zi for 
b = 0.0125, h = 0.0005 (Table la), and also for b = 0.36, h = 0.01 (Table lb) after up to 25 
and 30 points, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us test Theorem 1 on the following initial value problem: 
{ y"(x) - (1 -t- z 2) y(z) = 0; z E [0, b], 
y(0) = 1, (9) 
u'(0) = 0, 
where we approximate (1 + z 2) by (1 -t- Z~_z), i = 1, 2,...,/¢. The perturbed problem will then 
be 
{ ~'(=1- (1+ =Llly,(~) = 0; = e [=,_l,=d, i = 1,2,...,k, 
yi+l(zi) = ~(xi) ;  i=  1,2,. . .  , k -  1, (9)' 
u~(=0) = (1, 0). 
The exact solution of (9) is y(x) = exp(x2/2) and the solutions yi(x) of (e) are 
~,(,,,) =q  ~J~- + q e-¢~-, 
where ,~i = 1-F =/2_1 . Tables 2a and 2b display the numerical estimated and exact errors for y~(z) 
and ~(z)  at partition points zi for 20 and 21 steps, respectively. 
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Table 1. Approx imat ion  of IVP (8); in lit, the exact  and est imated errors for funct ion 
and  derivative are given at some part i t ion points  of the interval [0,0.0125], where the 
lat ter  is part i t ioned into subintervals of length h -- 0.0005. In lb ,  we use diffc~rent 
data:  h -- 0.01 and  b -- O, 36 and  evaluate the errors at some part i t ion points z i .  
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l a  
h --~ 0.0005; b = 0.0125 
i z i  
I 0.0005 
4 0.002 
7 0.0035 
I0 0.005 
13 0.0065 
16 0.008 
19 0.0095 
22 0.011 
25 0.0125 
Funct ion Derivative 
Est imate Est imate 
exact exact 
0.417 E-8 0.249 F-,-4 
0.411 E-8 0.246 E-4 
0.917 E-7 0.999 E-4 
0.861 E-7 0.915 E-4 
0.292 E-6 0.175 E-3 
0.261 E-6 0.150 E-3 
0.605 F_,-6 0.249 E-3 
0.517 E-6 0.198 E-3 
0.103 E-5 0.325 E-3 
0.084 E-5 0.242 F_,-3 
0.157 E-5 0.399 E-3 
0.123 E-5 0.278 E-3 
0.222 E-5 0.475 E-3 
0.166 E-5 0.310 E-3 
0.299 E-5 0.549 E-3 
0.214 E-5 0.338 E-3 
0.387 F_,-6 0.625 E-3 
0.266 F_~6 0.361 E-3 
l b  
h m 0.01; b = 0.36 Funct ion 
i zi  Es t lmate  
0.01 
0.03 
0.05 
10 0.1 
25 0.25 
36 0.36 
Der iwt ive  
Est inmte 
exact exact  
0.334 E--4 0.999 E-2 
0.256 E-4 0.738 E-2 
0.403 E-3 0.299 E-1 
0.190 E-3 0.115 E-I 
0.118 F-,-2 0.499 E-1 
0.039 S-2 0.117 Z-I 
0.499 E-2 0.249 E- I  
0.889 E-2 0.118 E-1 
0.333 E-I 0.247 
0.024 E-1 0.012 
0.716 S-1 0.351 
0.035 E-1 0.012 
3. COEFF IC IENTS APPROXIMATION FOR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS:  
D ISCRETE EST IMATION 
We shall now discuss the case of boundary value problems. Let us consider the following BVP 
Dy(z) := y"(z) + B(z)W'(z) + C(z)y(z) = f(x); 
-iV(") + ~___(b) = ~, 
E [`', b], 
(10)  
where _.4 and B are two 2 x 2 real matrices, and B(z), C(z) and f(z) are as defined in Section 2. 
We shall apply the same approximation procedure as in Section 2. 
Let yi(z) be the solution of 
{ V/(~) + B,(~)~(~) + C,(,)y,(~) = I,(~); 
y,+~(~,) = ~(,,); 
a E [zi-l,zi], i = 1,2, ...,k, 
i=  1,2,...,k-- 1, (11) 
We require the following 
LEMMA 5. The approximation error function ei(z) satisfies the BVP's 
{ D~,(x) = F,(x); 
e,+~(~,) = ~(z,); 
.4e~(a) + B~k(b) = O. 
z 6 [zi-l,zi], i = 1,2,...,k, 
i=  1,2,...,k- i, (12) 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1. 
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Table 2. Approximation of IVP (9); in 2a, the exact and estimated errors for function 
and derivative are given at some pm'tition point, of the interval [0,0.125]. This 
inte~'val is partitioned into 20 equal subintervals of h -- 0.00625. In 2b, the same 
computation is repeated in [0,1.05] with h = 0.05. 
2a 
h = 0.01; b = 0.125 Function Derivative 
i xi Estimate 
exact 
1 0.00625 
2 0.0125 
4 0.0250 
6 0.0375 
8 0.0500 
10 0.0625 
12 0.0750 
14 0.0875 
16 0.i000 
18 0.1125 
20 0.1250 
Estimate 
exact 
0.19531 E-4 
0.19532 Fr4 0.6250 
0.7812 E-4 0.1242 
0.7813 Fr4 0.1250 
0.3125 Fr3 0.2470 
0.3126 Fr3 0.2502 
0.7032 E-2 0.3681 
0.7039 E-2 0.3758 
0.1250 E-2 0.4880 
0.1252 E-2 0.5019 
0.1954 E-2 0.6064 
0.1959 E-2 0.6288 
0.2816 Fr2 0.7236 
0.2824 E-2 0.7565 
0.3834 Fr2 0.8395 
0.6230 E-2 
Fr2 
Frl 
Frl  
Frl 
E-I 
Frl 
E-I 
Fr l  
Fr l  
E-I 
E-I 
E-I 
Frl  
E-I 
0.3851 
0.5010 
0.5039 
0.6345 
0.6390 
0.7840 
0.7906 
E-2 0.8853 E-1 
E-2 0.9543 Frl 
E-2 1.0100 Frl 
E-2 0.1068 FrO 
E-2 0.1147 FrO 
E-2 0.1180 FrO 
Fr2 0.1280 FrO 
2b 
h = 0.05; b = 1.05 Function Derivative 
i xl Estimate Estimate 
exact exact 
1 0.05 
7 0.35 
14 0.70 
21 1.05 
0.162 Fr2 
0.I07 Fr2 
0.924 E-I 
0.542 E-I 
0.481 FrO 
0.276 FrO 
1.588 FrO 
1.008 FrO 
0.634 Fr l  
0.432 E-1 
0.491 FrO 
0.329 FrO 
1.328 FrO 
1.076 FrO 
3.491 FrO 
3.880 FrO 
NOTATION. 
S t :"~-Zo'~'Zl'~Si, 
where zj : -  elU)(a), j - 0, 1, and 
p-b -a  
where 
THEOREM 2. 
The following notation will be used. 
R~ := zo + (z~ - a)(zo + zl) + R~, 
Z--" (Zo,Zl) T, ~_= A_ + BR, 
.=(,+; ,) 
= - -  1 -p  " 
For  su~ciently small hi, i = 1(1)k ,  the approximation er ror  vector at the partition 
points zi, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , k is given by 
~0,,)  = { .R~ . ) [1 + o(h)]; 
\s~ - R~ 
provided that Mo(O, hl) and Ml(O, hi) are nonzero. ~ 
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PROOF. Let us recall the identities (7) and (T) given in the proof of Theorem 1. To prove this 
theorem, we use mathematical induction; let us assume that it holds for i - 1 and let us show it 
also does for i. For 
e i (x i )  = h~ MI(0, hi)[1 + O(h)] + hi[~_x - R~_I][1 + O(h)] + P~_I[1 + O(h)], 
{h~ MI(O, hi) + hi(zo + zt) + hi Si-t + Zo + (zi - a)(zo + Zl) + Ri_l}[1 + O(h)], 
{Ri  -t- zo + (xi -- a)(zo + Zl)}[1 + O(h)], 
R~[1 + O(h)]. 
For its derivative 
~:(~i) = 
~i(~i) = 
hi Mo(O, hi)[1 + O(h)] + h,[$7_1 - R*_t][1 + O(h)] + O(h) R~_t[1 + O(h)], 
hi Mo(0,hi){1 + O(h)] + h * ,[s;_~ - nLd[1 + O(h)] + O(h) ~ 111 + O(h)], 
[hi Mo(O, hi) + S*_ 1 + P~_I][1 + O(h)], 
[hi Mo(O, hi) + zo + Zl + Si - I  - zo - (zi - a)(zo + zt) - R~-I][1 + O(h)], 
[hi Mo(O, hi) + zo + zt + S i - t  - zo - (zi - a)(zo + zl) - R i - t  + hi(zo + Zl) 
- hi(zo + Zl) + hi 2 MI(0, hi) + Si-1 - zo - (xi - a)(zo + Zl) - R/_I][1 + O(h)], 
= {hi Mo(O, hi) + zo + Zl + Si-x - zo - (zi - a)(zo + zl) - [R/-I + h~ MI(O, hi) + hi Si-!] 
+ hi(zo + zl) + h~ MI(0, hi) + hi Si-t }[1 + O(h)], 
= {hi Mo(O, hi) + (zo + Zl) + ~i -1  - -  ZO --  (T,i - -  a ) (zo  + Zl) -- R,/-1 "1- hi(zo + Zl) 
+ h~ MI(0, hi) + hi Si-1}[1 + O(h)], 
= {hi Mo(O, hi)(1 + hi) + (zo + zl)(1 + hi) 
+ (1 + hi)Si_l  - z0 - (xi - .)(~o + ~1) - R~}[1 + O(h)], 
= {Si 91" (Z0 "b Zl) - -  ZO - -  (X i  - -  a ) (zO "b Zl) -- Ri}[1 + O(h)] ,  
= [S* - R*][1 + O(h)]. II 
However, it remains to be shown that the errors z0 and z I Call effectively be determined. 
LEMMA 6. I f  M0(0, hi) and Ml(0, hi) are nonzero for hi y£ 0, i -- 1 ,2, . . . ,k ,  f fh  is su~ciently 
small, and if  ~ is nonsingular, then z is given as 
Rk ) [ l+O(h) ] .  z=~-tB  Sk -Rk  
PI~OOF. Let us write the boundary conditions of (12) in the form 
A_~z + Bek(zD = 0, 
and use the estimated values of e_k(zk) given by Theorem 2, then 
_Az +__S ~,(~0 + zl) + Sk - z0 - (xk - a)(z0 + Zl) - Rk [1 + O(h)] ) O, 
which implies that 
( p(z0 + zl) + ~0) [1 
-A~-+ B \ zo -p (zo+ zt) ] 
or 
R~ )[l+O(h)l, + O(h)] = -~ & _ Rk 
(Rk) [ t+O(h) ] .  
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Since ~ = A + ~ is nonsingular, we can multiply both sides of latter by its inveme and get the 
desirea'res~t. 
REMARK. In the case of initial value problems, z0 = zl = 0, thus S~_ 1 and P4-, become &- I  
and R~_x, respectively. 
Again, we shall test the results of our Theorem on an example. 
EXAMPLZ 3. Consider the following boundary value problem 
{ Dy(z) := ¢'(z) + ~ y'(z) + ~ y(z) = 0; x 6 [0, 0.5], 
y~(0) = 0, (13) 
v(0.5) = 4_~ 5, 
where c is constant. Let us divide [0,0.5] into k subintervals [z0,Zl], [z,, z2],..., [z~-,, zt] such 
that z0 - 0 and zk = 0.5. Let yi(z) be the function solution of the following problem 
{ D,y(z ) :=y~' (z )+~y~(z)+[ f~y~(z)=O;  z e [z,_1,z,], i = 1,2,...,k, y,~-,(z,) = ~(zi ) ;  i = 1,2, . . . ,  k - 1, (13') = 0, 
= 
where It = (z~ + zi-1)/2, for i = 1,2, . . . .  k. The exact solution of (13) is y(z) = 4(1 + z2). 
As (13') has constant coefficients, its exact solution can be easily computed: 
y,(z) = C~ ') e a~" cos09,z ) + C~ 0 e a'' sin(~,z), 
where 6~,0,C (0 are constants which follow from the boundary conditions. In this example we 
have r4,, , . ]  
~(z)  = L1--~i 1 7z  2" y~( ' ) -  1 -~ z 2 1 ~-~ ~(z), 
p : -  b - a = 1/2, v = (0, 4/5) and 
. . . .  1/2 1 /2 ) "  
Therefore, 
Using Lemma 6, we get the estimate, z_ = (-2ak/3, 0) m. The estimated zl is zero. As by 
definition z, = ~(0) - ~(0) = 0, its exact value is also zero. Exact and estinmted values of z0 
are reported in Table 3, assuming that c = 1. The estimates of the error of the functions and 
their deriv&tives are also given using the estimated _z, for k = 1,2, 4, 8, 15. 
4. COEFF IC IENTS APPROXIMATION FOR IVP's AND BVP's: 
CONTINUOUS EST IMATION 
All the estimates obtained so far hold for partition points of the mesh f. In this section, we 
shall deduce stimates which can be used continuously on In, b]. 
THEOREM 3. For both the initial value and the boundary value problems defined by (1) and (10) 
and for sufficiently small h~, i - 1,2,. . .  ,k, ~(z ) / s  given by 
at any point z = z i -  aht (A E [0, 1]), oft  he interval [x~-l,zt]; provided that Mo(O,h,) and 
MI(0, h, )  are nonzero for h,  # 0 and n - 1 ,2, . . . ,  i, and that M0(A, hi) # 0 for i - 1, 2 , . . . ,  k. 
Equations with approximate coefficients 
Table 3. Approximstion of boundary value problem (13) by (13~): Error estinmtes 
for hmctio~s and deriwtlves at some partit ion points z i .  The intecval [0,0.5] is 
partitioned into k sublntervais; k = 1,2,4,8 and 16; of length h = 1/(2k). Estinmte~ 
are based c~ the result of Theorem 2. 
0.5 
0.25 
0.125 
0.0625 
0.03125 
zo i Function 
Estimate Estimate 
Exact Exact 
0.647 E-2 1 
O.484 E-2 
0.776 E-3 1 
0.532 E-3 
0.160 E-4 3 
0.108 F_,-4 
0.380 E-4 4 
0.257 F_,-4 
0.938 E-5 4 
0.632 E-5 
Oo 
-0.278 E-16 
0.398 E-3 
Derivative 
Estimate 
Exact 
0.487 E-1 
0.518 E-1 
0.105 E-1 
0.292 
0.283 
0.208 
0.197 
0.150 
0.804 
0.590 
E-3 0.109 F_,-1 
E-4 o.299 E-2 
E-4 0.305 E-2 
E-4 0.639 E-3 
E-4 0.962 E-3 
E-5 0.939 E-4 
E-5 0.962 E-4 
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PROOF. From Lemma 4 it follows that 
e i (~ - ~h~) = xi (~ - ~h~) + G(zi - ~h,, zi-1)e~_~(X~-l) +
from Lemma 3 we derive the following expansions: 
V(z~ - ,~hi, • 
I~(~ - ~h~) - [-~Mo(~, h~) + h 2 M~(~, h,)][1 + och)], 
G(x~ - ~h~, x~_~) -- (1 - ~)~ + 0(~?), 
V(z i  - ~,hi, x i -1 )  
w(~,_~) - 1 + O(h?). 
If we use these identities in the expression of ei(zi - )~hi) given above we get 
e, (x, - ~h~) = [-~M0(~, hl) + M1 (~, h~)] h~ [1 + O(h)] + (1 - ~)h~ e~_ 1(x,-1) + [1 + O(h~)]ei_ 1(~,-1). 
Applying Theorem 2, we obtain 
e,(~, - ~h,) = [ -~Mo(~, hi) + M1(~, h,)]h~[1 + O(h)] + (1 - ~)h,[1 + OChdl2CS'_l + P~-I) 
h " + [I -I- O(h~)][1 + O( )]Ri_ I. 
-- [ -~Mo(~,hi)  + MI(~, hi)]h~[1 + O(h)] + (1 - ~)hi[1 + O(hd)](ST_ 1 + I~_1) 
h " + [I + o( )]Ri_~. 
{[-,~Mo()~,hi)+ M1(,~,hi)]h~ +(1 )hiS~_1+ R'~_1}[l +O(h)]. 
What remains is to find a similar expression for the derivative. Lemma 3 enables us to write 
_{ + + ., 
dis(z) 
dz [~,-~h, = hi Mo(~, h~)[1 + O(hi)], 
0G(z ,  x~- l )  
~z ===,-;~h, -- 1 - (1 - )Ohi B (z i - I )  + O(h~) =_ [1 + O(h)], 
[aV(~-'~ z-D/W(~i-~)] l,=,,,-~,h, = -C(z,_~)(1- ,\)h,[1+ O(hi)]. 
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If we use these expansions in e~(zi - Ahi) we get 
e~(zi - 2hi) = hi Mo(a, hi)[1 + O(hi)] + [1 + O(hi)]e~_l(Zi_l ) 
- C(zi_,)(1 - A)hi ei-l(Zi-1)[1 + O(hi)]. 
Finally, if we replace ei(zi-1) and e~(zi_l) by the estimates of Theorem 2, we get the desired 
expreesion for e~(zi - Ahi): 
e~(zi - Ahi) = [hi M0(A, hi) + S~'.. 1- Ri~..1 - - 6 (2r i - -1 ) (1  - -  ,~)hi R7_1][1 --b O(h/)], 
= [hi M0(A, hi) + S~_ 1 - aT_,][1 + O(hi)]. l 
THEOREM 4. As A tends to zero, the estimates of Theorem 3 converges to those of Theorem 2. 
PROOF. Let us assume that A , 0. Since, by assumption, Mo(A, hi) ~ O, 
ei(zi - Ahi) -- {[-AMo(A, hi) + M,(A, hi)]h~ + (1 - A)hi $7-1 + Ri*--1}{1 + O(h)] 
, [MI(A, h i )h~ + R;_,][1 + O(h)] = ~_1[ I  -~- O(h)]. 
Similarly, for the the derivative component we find that 
e$(-, - ~h,) = [hi Mo(~, hi) + SL1 - R2_1][1 + O(h)] 
On the other hand, 
s~-  J%" = s" 
, [hi M0(X, hi) + SL1 + P,4_1][1 + O(h)]. 
0.0625 
h i A 
4 0.2 
7 0.2 
8 0.1 
Function Deriwtive 
Estimate Estimate 
Exact Exact 
0.164 F_~4 -0.670 F_r4 
0.114 E-4 -0.603 E-4 
-0.173 E-5 -0.294 E-4 
-0.252 F.t-5 -0.275 F.,-4 
-0.317 E-5 -0.313 F_,-3 
-0.321 E-5 -0.316 E-2 
h i A 
0.125 
2 0.7 
3 0.7 
4 0.6 
Function Derivative 
~t JmMe ~t [mate  
Exact Exact 
0.138 E-3 -0.114 E-2 
0.107 E-3 -0.109 F_r2 
0.750 E-4 -0.188 E-2 
0.624 F_~4 -0.182 F~2 
0.345 E-4 -0.165 F_~2 
0.327 E-4 -0.158 F_~2 
- zo - (x i  - a ) (zo  + z l )  - R~, 
S~ - zo - ( z l  - z i -1  + z i -1  - a ) (zo  + z l )  - P~, 
- Zo - h i ( zo  + z l ) ( z i _ l  - a ) (zo  + z l )  - t~ ,  
- zo - h i ( zo  + z l ) (x i - i  - a ) (zo  + z l )  - ~-1  
- h~ MI (O ,  h , )  - hi  & - l ,  
= [zo + zl + hi Mo(0, hi)] - zo - h i ( zo  + z l ) ( z i - I  - a ) (zo  + Z l )  - Ri-1 
- h~ Ml(O, hi) - hi Si-1, 
= S~i_l(1 - hi) + hi Mo(0, hi) - h~ 21,/1(0, hi) - R[_ 1, 
-- [hi Mo(0, hi) + S~i_ 1 - R7_11[1 + O(h)l, 
which is precisely the estimation of Theorem 2. m 
Let us apply our estimates to some numerical examples: 
EXAMPLE 4. If we apply the estimates of Theorem 3 to the boundary value problem (13), we get 
the numerical results reported in Table 4. The interval [0,0.5] is partitioned into four subintervals 
and then into eight. Exact and estimated values of the error function and its derivative are given 
at arbitrary points z = zi - Ahi. 
Table 4. Approximation of the boundary value problem (13) (with c = 1), 
by (131). Exact and estimated errors of the function and its deriwtive are 
computed at arbitrary points z = zi - Ahi of [0,0.5] using Theorem 3. 
Equations with approxlmnte coefficients 
Table 5. Approximation of the IVP (8) by (8~): exact and estinmted errors for 
function and derivative are computed at arbitrary points points using Theorem 3. 
h i 
0.0005 5 0.2 
22 0.2 
6 0.75 
9 0.75 
Function Derivative 
Estimate Estimate 
Exact Exact 
0.134 E-6 0.116 E-3 
0.124 E-6 0.104 E-3 
0.293 E-5 0.541 F_,-3 
0.211 E-5 0.332 E-3 
0.162 E,-6 0.126 E-3 
0.149 E-6 0.112 E,-3 
0.409 F_.,.-6 0.201 F-,-3 
0.359 F-,-6 0.166 E-3 
h i 
0.001 8 0.3 
10 0.8 
0.01 4 0.2 
1 0.4 
Function Derivative 
Estimate Estimate 
Exact Exact 
0.284 E-5 0.749 E-3 
0.224 E-5 0.527 E-3 
0.409 F_,-5 0.904 E-3 
0.309 E-5 0.597 F_,-3 
0.664 E-3 0.366 E-1 
0.256 E-3 0.100 E-1 
0.721 F_~5 0.360 E-2 
0.624 E-5 0.289 E-2 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let us consider Example 1 again. Table 5 displays the values of estimated and 
exact errors for function and derivative at selected points in the intermediate proximity of z = 0 
to show the sharpness of our estimates. Let us consider again the boundary value problem (13), 
approximated by (13'), but now with the larger constant c = 104, for which Pruess [10] gives 
estimates we wish to compare with. 
As Pruess points out, this is a hard problem to solve with conventional finite difference methods, 
and one in which the coefficients are more suited for polynomial approximation than the solution, 
because of the larger factor 104. This, then, is a meaningful example for discussions on error 
estimations of numerical techniques based on the approximations of the coefficients of differential 
equations. 
Pruess'  estimates are derived from [10, pp. 554-555, Theorem 3 and Corollary 2]. I f  applied to 
problem (13), they give an estimate of O(]Trl 2"~+2) (see [10, p. 560]) for the uniform norm of the 
error in the function; [lr[ is the length of the largest subinterval of the given partit ion of [a, b] and 
m, the degree of polynomial approximation of the coefficients on each of the subintervals of the 
partit ion. These local approximations are constructed by polynomial interpolation at the zeros 
of  Legendre polynomial of degree m + 1 defined on the corresponding subinterval. 
We consider the interval [0, 1/2] and in it subintervals of equal length h - 2 - ' ,  s - 1,2,3,4.  
Since y(z)  - 104/(1 + z2), its minimum value on that interval is 8000. We shall approximate the 
coefficients of the differential equation with constants. Therefore, m : 0 and Pruss's estimate of 
the uniform norm of the error in the function becomes O(h2); we shall divide it by 8000 to find 
an estimation of the uniform norm of the relative error for the function y(z).  
In Table 6 we report the exact value of the uniform norm of the relative error for y(z) (this 
can also be found in [10, p. 560, Table 3] for m = 0 and 1) for h = 2 -~, s : 1,2,3,4,  and of 
the uniform norm of the relative error for derivative function. Table 6 also contains estimates for 
the uniform norm of the relative error for the function based on Pruess' estimate and estimates 
for function and derivative from our Theorem 3. The comparison is clearly favorable to our 
estimates. 
Table 6. Approximation of the boundary value problem (B2), for c -- 104 , by (13'); 
exact and estimated uniform norm of the relative rrors of the function and derivative. 
Estimates are obtained by using our Theorem 3 and Pruess' results [9]. 
h 
0.5 
0.25 
0.125 
0.0625 
Uniform norm of the relative rror 
Function Derivative 
Exact Theorem 3 Pruees' O(h2m+2)/8000 Exact Theorem 3
0.647 E-2 0.494 E-2 0.313 E-4 0.948 F-,-1 0.914 F_,-1 
0.776 E-3 0.581 E,-3 0.781 E-5 0.250 E-1 0.247 E-1 
0.160 E-3 0.119 E-3 0.195 E-5 0.635 E-2 0.642 E-2 
0.380 F_,-4 0.272 E-4 0.488 F-,-6 0.160 E-2 0.162 E-2 
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5. F INAL  REMARK 
Theorems 1-3 seem to offer accurate estimations of function and derivative for both the discrete 
and continuous cases. Theorem 4 shows the consistency of these estimations. 
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APPENDIX  
In this appendix, we outline the procedure to be used to prove Lemma 4. From Lernma 1 it fallows that 
e~'(t) + B(t)e~(t) + C(t)e,(t) = F,(t). 
Let us multiply both sldes by G(z, t), and then let us integrate with respect to t on the interval [~-I, ~]- We write 
for 
~l(~)=/zi_le~l(~)G(~c,~) dt, 
I,(~) = ~(~)  + ~(~)  + ~,(x), 
[ ~3(~) = ei(t)G(z,t)dt. 
i--~ 
(A1) 
We shall now expand each one of the intesrals ~;  (i = I, 2, 3) in terms of ,!mfl~ quantities which, added together, 
reduce to (AI) is reduced, afteT a number of terms cancel each other, giving finally Lemma 4. For the Rrst integral 
we write 
~= /== ," 8G(z ' t )  d 31 (~) = e;( 00(~,  t) de;(t) = [O(~, t) e;(0].=,_, - e , ( t ) - - - -~- - -  t, 
i --1 aCi--I 
( I0o , .01 - / ;  0.o,.,, 
=-O(=,x~- l )¢ ; (= i -1 ) -  .,(t) L~J=,_ I  e i t~;~. , f ,  
= - o(~, ~,_l)e~(~,_~) + e,(x) + e,(0 [aO(=. 0 ] "  
+ {u2 (x) ~I'(t) ~2 (0 - ~1 (~) u'o'(t) ,~2 (0 
- ~(~)  ul (t) w"(t) w(t) + ~2 (~) ~1 (t) w"(O ~(t) - 2~2 (~) ul (t) ~'(t) ~(t) ~(t) 
+ 2~1 (x) ~ (t) w'(O w(t) w(t) + 2~2 (x) "I (t) ~,2(t) - 2u~ (x) u; w '2 (t)} 4t. 
For the second one 
~2(~) = a(~, t) S(0 de,(t) = [e,(t) O(~, t) e(t)]I,_, 
i - - I  
Equations with approximate coefllcients 
I" i - -1  
jr= = . ,  OG(x, t) = - e i (= i -1 )  O(~,x i -1 )  B (x i - i  ) - e i ( t )B ( , j~dt ,  i - - I  
= B(~;~)  dt - ei(xi-1) G(x, zi-1) B(~i-1) 
1 
- -  ei (~)'~--=,.. [w' l t )  2 - ~( t )  w"( t ) l [u2  (~) ul (0 - ~,1 (x) -,2 (01 ,_~ ~(~J 
- - , ( t ) [ , ,2 l=) , , I ( t )  - , , l (=) , ,~(~) ] ,~( t )  - [ , ,2 (=1, ,1 ( t )  - , ,1 (=1, ,2 ( t ) ]  L , , , ( t )= j 
1 
f = - -  ei(xi--1) G(z, z i -1 )  B (z i -1 )  - [2w'(t) 2 u2(~l ~l( t )  - 2~' l t )  2 ul(~),~2(t) 
- , , / ' I t )  ,~(t) ,,2 0, )  ,,~ (t) + ,~"(t )  ~( t )  ~,~ (.) , ,2(t)  - , , , '(t) , ,2(~) ,,; (t) 
+ ,~,(t) ,~(,) ,,1 ( , )  ,,~ (t)] r " , ( t ) l  dr. 
L ~(t) J 
If we use a similar technique with the third integral we get 
~ = [,,;(t),,~'(tl,,2(t).,(t),.(t)] ~3 ---- - u l  (:~) w(t) 3 dt 
S i - -1  
+ul(x)~ 1 ['2(t)u'l'(t)u'(t)ei(t)w(t)]~(t)3 d  
J f  [,,~ It) ~'i'(t) ,,~ (t) ~ (t) ,o(t)] 
- ,,2 (~) ~(t)3 dt 
• 1~i-- 1 
"~ I~.')(X) ~;_ 1 [u~(t) t~21(t) 1~1(') (~'(t)'w(t)] d t ' 'u ) ( t )3  
Finally, substituting these expressions for ~l(z),  ~2(z) and ~)3(~c) in (A1) we get the required result. 
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